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Apprenticing & Multiplication: 

Growing by Developing  
an Apprentice Leader 

What is apprenticeship?  

• Apprenticing is essentially strategic, personal, hands-on discipleship.  
• It is having the goal of investing in someone else to replace yourself; passing along all 

that you have learned. 
• An apprentice is a leader-in-training and apprenticing is investing in the growth of key 

future leaders who will advance the gospel in the lives of others. 
• In short, apprenticing is the process of intentionally IDENTIFYING, INVESTING in, 

INVOLVING and INITIATING a future leader.  

How does apprenticing help us fulfill the great commission? 

As a church of Jesus Christ, we must be obedient to His great commission; intentionally going 
on mission to reach lost souls and intentionally making mature, multiplying disciples (followers 
of Jesus). We reach out to the lost with gospel intentionality and labor to help the reached grow 
in Christ-likeness so that, ‘we may present everyone mature in Christ.’ (Colossians 1:28).  

We desire to see everyone at City Church connected in a group because we know growth 
happens best in community; not alone. Groups are critically important to our goal of growing 
mature, multiplying disciples. Why? Because they are key environments which foster spiritual 
formation through vital relationships and interaction with the Bible.  

Community Groups are less like microwaves and more like crock pots of spiritual formation; 
slowly, steadily, consistently growing people in the context of everyday life. Groups are 
environments where intentional gospel-centered relationships can marinade together in the 
Scriptures and the collective experiences, wisdom and care of friends to produce something 
tasty and pleasing to the Lord…growth in Christ-likeness. But in order to have groups that foster 
these kinds of relationships, we need a steady crop of new leaders to form new groups and 
make room for more people. And the best way to raise up future leaders is by intentional 
apprenticing in our existing groups. 

It’s Biblical 

“The things which you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, entrust these to 
faithful men who will be able to teach others also.” – 2 Timothy 2:2	  

• Moses apprenticed Joshua 
• Elijah apprenticed Elisha 
• Paul apprenticed Timothy and many others 
• Older women apprenticed younger women (Titus 2:3-4) 
• Jesus apprenticed His disciples	  
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How did Jesus spend His time on earth?  

Jesus is the bar; both in His example and His character. Jesus knew that He would be leaving 
His mission in the hands of twelve unlikely, ordinary guys (praise the Lord for His sovereignty!). 
Jesus gathered these salty men into the most famous small group of all time. He poured His life 
into them, brought them close, gave them hands on experience and invested in their growth so 
they would be able to do the same for others after He was gone.  

Jesus apprenticed His future leaders in the fire of ministry, not in a classroom. It was on-the-job- 
training! His disciples learned from Him through many experiences and debriefings with Him. 
Jesus involved them in everything He did and they learned alongside Him while “getting their 
hands dirty” in ministry. That is why we want to see our new leaders raised up from within our 
existing groups where they can receive on the job training from you.  

Jesus is the perfect picture of intentional apprenticeship and discipleship. So like Jesus, we 
must have the goal of replacing ourselves as group leaders, thereby multiplying the number of 
disciple-makers! 

It’s Strategic  

Have you ever wondered how strategic the plan of Jesus must have been to take 12 ordinary 
men 2000 years ago and grow them into the largest world changing movement this world has 
ever seen? We ought to pay attention to His strategy and example.  

So what is strategic about intentional apprenticing? 

• As our church grows, we need to be creating more room for more people to grow more 
mature as disciples of Jesus.  

• In order to have a sustainable discipleship ministry for the future, we need to be 
strategically multiplying the number of small groups. However, we can’t have new 
groups unless we have new leaders.  

• The largest limitation to multiplying the number of groups is a shortage of new leaders. 
• The future leaders are out there, but they don’t know it yet, because most of them are in 

your groups!  
• The most strategic way to raise up future leaders is by intentionally apprenticing them as 

Jesus did. 

It’s Practical 

There are many practical perks to intentionally raising up an apprentice from within your group.  

• “Practically speaking, it’s the only effective way to equip leaders in a large-scale, 
relational, volunteer-driven organization.” – Andy Stanley  

• Apprenticing provides concentrated, hands-on discipleship for the apprentice that they 
can pass on to others in the future after seeing it modeled for them.  
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• However, it is not only the apprentice who will grow... you as the leader will grow as you 
field their questions, organize your thoughts and become aware that you are being 
observed by them. You will find that you have a lot to learn from them as well.  

• Raising up an apprentice can help divide up the workload as you begin to delegate more 
responsibilities over to them as a co-leader. 

• Even if they do not end up leading a new group, your investment is not in vain. They will 
have grown in Christ-likeness and they can still be great interpersonal disciple makers.   

 

The Apprenticeship Process 

Jesus teaches us to start with prayer.  

One of the main reasons churches lack new leaders and volunteers is simply because we don’t 
ask God for them. After seeing the crowds wandering like sheep without a shepherd, Jesus 
turned to his disciples (apprentices) and said, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; 
38 therefore pray earnestly to the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.” 
(Matthew 9:37-38) 	  

• Ask God to raise up leaders and to help you IDENTIFY who you should invest in. 
• After you have identified an apprentice ask the Lord to help you INVEST in this person 

more intensely outside the group as Jesus did with Peter, James and John. You will 
need much wisdom, passion and drive to make this investment…so pray for it. 

• Ask the Lord for wisdom to see how you can strategically and increasingly INVOLVE 
them in the planning and leading of your group. Involve them in the care of others. 

• Ask the Lord to grow a desire in them to launch and lead a new group. When you sense 
they are ready then challenge them to pray about starting a new group. If they are 
receptive to this challenge, then prepare to INITIATE the ‘launch sequence’ and get 
ready to multiply.  

How do I IDENTIFY an apprentice?  

You are not necessarily looking for someone who could lead a group tomorrow. You are likely 
looking for someone to invest in who could lead a group in the future after you invest in them.  

• Again, pray for eyes to identify them. 
• Are they a believer yet? 
• Can they articulate the gospel to others? 
• Look for faithful, available and teachable people. 
• Do they have a passion for God and compassion for others? 
• Are they committed to the group and respected by others in the group? 
• Is there consistent growth in their spiritual life? 

 
How do I INVEST in an apprentice? 
We hope that everyone in our groups are growing and being invested in at some level. 
However, apprenticing requires us to intentionally invest in one or more specific individuals in a 
more concentrated way. Jesus proactively hand-picked His successors. 
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• Proactively ask the person you have identified if they would like to meet with you outside 
the group for additional discipleship.  

• This is a great opportunity to plant seeds about your passion for helping others grow in 
their faith and how you get to see that happen in a group context. 

• This is a great opportunity to build a deeper relationship with them and to get a better 
idea of who they are, where they are in their spiritual journey and where they struggle.  

• Bring them along as you minister to others, evangelize and lead groups. 
• Get together with them one on one and invite to your home for dinner. 
• Begin investing in them by helping them develop healthy spiritual disciplines like 

regularly studying and memorizing the Bible, prayer, fasting, service, giving, solitude, 
evangelism, etc. 

• Help them deepen their love and relationship with the Lord. 
• Begin to call on them in the group to lead simple parts of it like prayer/sharing time or 

even to organize a service project. In short, give them an opportunity to lead and see 
how they do and how the group responds. 

• You are modeling for them what you hope to see them do as group leaders. 
• Pray together with them for the group and those in it. 

 
Note: In this stage they do not need to know the “wonderful plans” you have for them! 

 
How do I INVOLVE an apprentice?  
 
During this stage you are involving the apprentice regularly in various aspects of leading the 
group, and you can let them know you would like to see them either lead the group or another 
one in the future. Challenge them to officially become the co-leader (apprentice). 
 

• Your time with them outside the group begins to focus also on the group itself. 
• Begin to plan, strategize and debrief about the group together. 
• Show them how to lead by watching you, and debrief about it after the meeting. 
• Challenge them to lead either the teaching/discussion time or even the whole evening 

with you still present. Take time to debrief about it together after your meetings. 
• Encourage them when they do well and build them up. What is encouraged is repeated. 
• If a guest visits the group, ask your apprentice to cast vision for groups and see if they 

can articulate why we do what we do. 
• Consider having them lead the group if you have to be out of town for some reason.   
• Make sure to work with them on basic Bible reading skills, communication skills, and 

start teaching them all you know about leading a group.  
• Begin to pray and plan together about next steps towards multiplication. 

 
How do I INITIATE an apprentice?  
 

• Ask them if they see a need to birth a new group. If so, would they like to lead it?  
• Have them take advantage of any available small group leader training and resources. 
• Help them grow in Biblical knowledge and sound doctrine. 
• By this time they should have led the group in your absence and have shown that they 

are capable to lead and help others grow. 
• They ought to be able to articulate the gospel message and exhibit continual spiritual 

growth and gospel transformation in their own lives. 
• Their should be a growing passion for caring for others and helping them grow.  
• Pray and plan together with them about multiplying a new group. 
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• Be sure to contact church staff if you plan to multiply so we can help resource and 
support you and your apprentice. Successful multiplication needs intentionality, prayer, 
and planning. It’s often harder than you might expect on some group members.  

• Inform the group of your plans to multiply and have the apprentice lead the discussion 
with the group. It is important for the group to have to work through together and to 
weigh in on the decision. A delicate balance between leading and not dictating.  
 
 

IDENTIFY INVEST INVOLVE INITIATE 
Look: for passion for 
God and compassion 
for others. 
 
Faithful, available 
and teachable. 
 
Are they believers? 

Look: for their ability  
to lead basic parts of 
the group meeting. 
 
Faithful to the 
group? 
 
A desire to learn and 
grow.  

Look: for their ability 
to lead the group in 
your absence. 
 
A growing desire to 
lead and help others 
grow in their faith. 

Look: for ability and 
desire to lead their 
own group.  
 
Ability to articulate 
the gospel and vision 
for groups and 
discipleship. 

Teach:  basic gospel 
truths.  
 
Get together with 
them one on one in a 
casually and ask if 
they would like to 
meet more regularly 
for discipleship. 
 
Pick a book of the 
Bible to walk through 
together. 

Teach: basics of 
Christian life and 
spiritual disciplines. 
 
Meet regularly 
outside the group.  
 
Model vulnerability 
and look for it in 
them. 
 
Have them lead 
simple parts of the 
group. 
 

Teach: Vision for 
groups and 
discipleship.  
 
Basic Bible reading, 
communication, and 
group leadership 
skills. 
 
Have them lead the 
group with you there 
and in your absence. 
 
They are co-leaders 
with you now. 

Teach: Basic 
theology (see book 
below) 
 
Continue meeting 
regularly together. 
 
Develop a plan to 
multiply together. 
 
Bring your desire 
and plans to multiply 
to the group 
together.  

Read: Mere 
Christianity by C.S. 
Lewis 
 
Explicit Gospel by 
Matt Chandler 

Read: Knowing God 
by Packer  
 
Desiring God by 
John Piper. 

Read: The Master 
Plan of Evangelism 
by Robert Coleman  
 
What is discipleship? 
by Steve Smallman 

Read: Concise 
Theology by Packer 
 
*Bring them to a 
group leader training. 

Road Blocks?  
Note any red flags or 
potential road blocks 
for leading a group in 
the future. 

Road Blocks?  
Address any idols in 
their lives or obvious 
sinful patterns. (w/ 
grace & truth) 

Road Blocks?  
Is there marked 
repentance, stability 
and consistency in 
their walk with the 
Lord? 

Road Blocks?  
Are they available 
and willing to launch 
and lead a new 
group? 
Are they owners? 

 


